Abstract-Constrained random stimulus generation plays significant roles in hardware verification nowadays, and the quality of the generated stimuli is key to the efficiency of the test process. In this work, we present a linear dynamic method to guide random stimulus generation by SAT solvers. A splitting simplified Min-Distance-Sum evaluation method and an XOR sampling strategy are integrated in the self-adjusting random stimulus generation framework. The evenness of the split groups is evaluated to find out some uneven parts. Then, random partial solutions for the uneven parts and random XOR constraints for the other inputs are added into constraints to get better distributed stimuli. Experimental results show that our method can evaluate the evenness as well as more complex formulae for stimulus generation, and also confirm that the self-adjusting method can improve the fault coverage ratio by more than 17% averagely with the same number of stimuli.
I. INTRODUCTION
Constrained random stimulus generation, which is a combination of formal verification and traditional simulation, is widely applied in practical hardware verification [1] [2] [3] . The objective of constrained random stimulus generation is to find some stimuli that can be used to distinguish between a good circuit response and a faulty circuit response. In another word, the goal is to detect defects and to achieve a given fault coverage. Most of constrained random stimulus generation methods are with weighted Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) sampling and random walks [4] [5] . BDD is built with weighted branches and then the algorithm walks randomly from the root to terminals according to the weights. However, BDD is sensitive with the space size.
One solution of the space explosion problem is to use SAT based methods due to the rapid efficiency improvement of SAT solvers in the last decade [6] [7] [8] . The first method used is that described in [9] . The bias of SAT solving is reduced by random pre-assignment of variables. Because the part assignment can influence the subsequent decision and constraint propagation considerably, the final generated solutions are distributed with some randomization. An alternative is to add * This work was funded in part by the National Grand Fundamental Re- XOR constraints [10] [11] [12] . It has been proved both in theory and in practice that, a SAT problem with N > 1 solutions can be reduced to only one solution (U-SAT) through randomly adding some XOR constraints with success probability p ≥ 1 4 [13] . Plaza et al. [12] emphasized an aspect of this theory. By adding a random XOR constraint into a SAT problem, there is a high probability the solution space can be reduced into half. An XOR constraint x 1 ⊕x 2 ⊕...⊕x n ensures the odd polarity of x i , in another word, there are odd number of variables can be assigned with true value. Consequently, a good distribution of solutions can be achieved by adding random XOR constraints. A point to note here is that the work in [12] is an automated coverage directed test method, which analyzes the feedback from circuit simulation to achieve a higher verification coverage. Since both the above methods are static, the quality of the distribution of solutions relies on the randomization of the pre-assignment and the added XOR constraints.
In this paper, we present a dynamic self-adjusting random stimulus generation framework as shown in Fig.1 . SAT solver generates some solutions with user specified constraints and random XOR constraints. Then, these solutions are evaluated to find some most uneven groups. More stimuli will be generated with some XOR constraints for the found uneven groups.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the background of even distribution. Even distribution evaluation is analyzed in Section III. Self-adjusting random stimulus generation is presented in Section IV. In Section V, the experiments and comparisons are presented. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
In this Section, we will give the definitions of Least Even Distribution (LED), Most Even Distribution (MED), and MED in terms of DFT.
Definition 1 Least Even Distribution (LED)
K solutions selected from N -size space are Least Even Distribution (LED) when and only when all the selected solutions are the same.
Definition 2 Most Even Distribution (MED)
We define the Most Even Distribution (MED) for selecting K solutions from a solution space with N possible solutions based on [14] . The method is as follows:
Assume the N possible solutions are placed evenly on a circle (each with 2π N angle) with the index 0, 1, 2, ..., (N − 1), and the K selected solutions are with the index S 0 , S 1 , S 2 , ..., S K−1 . Δ i is the distance of two solutions which is calculated as: 
until N x %K x = 0, i.e. the remainder R is 0. Here, '%' stands for the modulo operation.
For example, selecting 6 solutions from a 32-size space is shown in Fig.2 . The solution group in Fig.2(a) is MED while that in Fig.2(b) is not.
Definition 3 Most Even Distribution (MED) in terms of DFT
There is another definition in [14] in terms of Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). In order to be consistent with the random stimulus generation in these work, we give that definition with minor modification.
Assume all the possible solutions (including those do not satisfy the constraints) in the N -size space p 0 =0, p 1 =1, p 2 = 2, ..., p N −1 = N −1 are distributed on a circle, and the se- [14] is defined as following:
That is the same as: 
where j is the imaginary part in complex number, m is the frequency in DFT (0 ≤ m ≤ N−1). A point to be noted is that only when p i equals one of the select solution
Since e −jθ = cos θ − j sin θ, a distribution is an MED when and only when the formula
reaches its minimum value. The formula has been validated by some experiments [14] , however, to our best knowledge, there are no formal mathematical proofs yet.
III. EVEN DISTRIBUTION EVALUATION
We have known what are LED and MED so far, but how to evaluate the evenness of two different groups of solutions if neither of them is LED or MED in practice? To achieve this goal, we will present some practically good methods to evaluate evenness in constrained random stimulus generation.
In our opinion, it is quite difficult to give a general definition of evenness. For example, given a problem with N = 27, 8C-1 K = 6, we know that Δ={4, 5, 4, 5, 4, 5} is MED. However, is {4, 4, 6, 4, 4, 5} better or worse than {4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5}? So the definition of evenness has to be combined with the application environment. In this paper, we focus on random stimulus generation. In the following subsections, we will give some effective evenness evaluation formulae that can be used to measure the evenness degree of the solutions for random stimulus generation.
A. Weighted Min-Distance-Sum Evaluation Assume the size of the solution space is still N and the selected K solutions are S 0 , S 1 , S 2 , ..., S K−1 whose values are the index in the solution space (in the range [0, N−1]). A better evaluation formula named min-distance-sum for evenness degree is as follows:
Here,
In the formula (3), we calculate the distance between each solution and the previous one, where "previous" here is different according to the actual value of u. Actually, "previous" means u steps before it on a clockwise circle. What's more, different weights
2 are multiplied to the distances sum according to u considering that doing so will empirically improve the rationality of the evaluation value.
In order to compare the results easily, we normalize the formula (3) with a constant, which is the value of the formula (3) when the distribution is LED. The new formula is as following:
When the distribution is LED, the value of the formula (4) is 1. LED implies that all the solutions are the same, then
B. Simplified Min-Distance-Sum Evaluation
The formulae (2) and (4) is precise for evenness evaluation; however, the calculations for them are time-consuming. Their complexities are O(NK) and O(K 2 ) independently. In random stimulus generation, there is no need to find out the most evenly distributed solutions. Therefore, we present a new, simplified evaluation method as follows: 
The complexity of the above formula is O(K). Actually, the formula (5) only tests 1-step distance while the formula (4) tests from 1-step distance to (K-1)-step distance with different weights. Consequently, the formula (5) cannot distinguish the distributions in Fig.3 . Actually, only the left part in Fig.3 is MED.
Theorem 1 The maximum value of the formula (5) is 1, and it gets the maximum value when all the solutions are the same (LED).
The detailed proof is omitted for the page limit.
IV. SELF-ADJUSTING RANDOM STIMULUS GENERATION
Given a Design Under Test (DUT), random stimulus generation is to select K solutions from N -size space to find out as many defects as possible. The goal is to achieve a high coverage. Static methods generate all stimuli one by one with directive constraints or random assignments. The self-adjusting random stimulus generation presented here is a dynamic framework, in which the current generated stimuli can guide subsequent generations. This can be completed by splitting even distribution evaluation and XOR constraints.
The pseudo-code of self-adjusting random stimulus generation is shown in Fig.4 . We generate K stimuli in following steps: Fig.4 
simply. Assume the loop time of while is T , then t−1 t t−1 t t−1 t t−1 t t−1 t K t
The parameters t and s can be configured. We use t=3 and s=16 for the experiments in Section V. Since the complexity of the Split-Evaluation function split evaluate is O(K), the main cost of the algorithm is still the stimulus generation by SAT solver, especially for difficult cases.
As shown in Fig.5 , we split the current stimuli (with n-bit width) into groups, each with log 2 cur sti width. The reason why we select log 2 cur sti as the width is to unify the even distribution evaluation and the effect of stimuli in random stimulus generation. If the width is more than log 2 cur sti , it will incorrectly assume this {000000, 010000, 100000, 110000} as MED. In fact, the Split-Evaluation value (the sum of evaluation values for all groups) in this case is quite bad. The reason is that each group is with log 2 4 =2 bit width, and the last two groups are LED. Also, if log 2 cur sti is an integer, the MED of cur sti solutions with log 2 cur sti width is from 0 to cur sti-1, i.e. each solution occurs one time. When log 2 cur sti is not an integer, the case is more or less the same. If the width is less than log 2 cur sti , there will be many redundant cases for the splitting groups. For example, assume cur sti=16, and we select the width as 2, then for each group, there are only four different cases: 00, 01, 10, 11 for 16 solutions.
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After an initial generation (
K t
in the algorithm), we use the formula (5) to evaluate every group, and select the most inactivated groups. Then, directive partial solution and XOR constraints are generated. For example, when the most inactivated groups have a width of 4 bits, a random value of 0 to 15 will be generated as the partial solution. log 2 inc sti random XOR constraints are generated for the other inputs. inc sti is the number of the new stimuli to be generated for each iteration, starting from Function: 1. Function split evaluate() { 2. /* split the current stimuli into groups, each with log 2 cur sti size. */ 3. split(); 4. /* evaluate each group using the formula (5) independently, recorded into the array a evalu. */ 5. a evalu = simp mds(); 6. sort(a evalu); 7. select the worst group(); 8. /* generate inc sti stimuli */ 9. for ( i = 0; i < inc sti; i + + ) { 10.
Add random solution for the worst group; 11.
Add random XOR constraints for other Ins; 12.
Generate one stimulus using Minisat; 13. } 14. } If the problem has no solution with the added partial solution and XOR constraints, we has a metric to change for the other groups. If it fails after several tries, we will restart the process.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Comparison of Different Evaluation Methods
The first experiment is to compare the evenness evaluation formulae (2), (4) and (5) . When computing using the formula (2), we normalize it by dividing the value of LED. We randomly generate some solutions with some disturbing strategies to reduce the locality of pseudo-random algorithm. Therefore, the generated solutions are quite different. After the random generation process, we evaluate the solutions using these three formulae independently. Finally sort the arrays with ascending order according to the formula (4). This experiment completed on an Intel Xeon 3GHz CPU with 6G RAM. The results are shown in Fig.6 , in which 'MDS' stands for the formula (4), and 'Simp-MDS' is the formula (5) while 'DFT' represents the formula (2). The solid lines stands for the first case with the size of the solution space N=256 while the dot dash lines stands for the second one with N =65536. K is 32 for both cases. The average evaluation time in seconds is marked on each line. We can see that, the average evaluation time for formula (5) is 0.003s for both cases. The average evaluation time for formula (4) is 0.300s when N = 256 and is 0.290s when N =256. Those for formula (2) are 3.585s and 4.598s respectively. This confirms that the evaluation time of the formula (5) is linear to K, irrelative to the size of the solution space N . The trends for the three formulae are similar. They are due to the different definitions of evenness used in these formulae. For constrained random stimulus generation, the simplified MinDistance-Sum formula is quite good enough. 
B. Guiding Random Stimulus Generation
The other experiment uses the fault simulator HOPE [15] to evaluate the quality of the generated stimuli. The benchmarks are the ISCAS89 Sequential Circuits [16] , which have been expanded for some time-frames like bounded model checking (BMC) [17] and then translated into Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). All these transformations are completed by Perl script in linear time. The specified constraints in our experiments are added randomly. The CNF are solved by Minisat 2 [8] . According to the characteristic of combinational circuits, the sizes of the solution spaces for these combinational circuits are N ≤ 2 nin , where n in is the number of primary inputs. All the experiments completed on an Intel Xeon 2.8GHz CPU with 1G RAM. Considering the randomization, we run each benchmark 10 times independently and get the average CPU time and fault coverage ratio values at last.
To estimate the relationship between the coverage ratio and the number of test vectors for different methods, we used the benchmark s27.bench in ISCAS89 which was expanded for 50 time-frames. The results are shown in Fig.7 . The X-axis is the number of expected stimuli K (from 32 to 256) and Y-axis stands for the coverage ratios. 'XOR' method is like that in [12] which adds XOR constraints randomly to get an even distribution; 'RAN' method is a direct random method by adding blocking clauses to prevent reduplicate solutions, 'SELF-ADJ' is our self-adjusting stimulus generation method. The postfix ' C' stands for the coverage ratio. We found that the coverage ratio of 'SELF-ADJ' was the highest for the same number of test vectors. Of course, for all the methods, more faults are found when the number of test vectors increase.
The experimental results for some circuits in ISCAS89 are listed in Table. I. The columns are: the name of the test-case in ISCAS89 following with the number of expanded time-frames; the number of the collapsed faults [15] considered in that testcase; the number of expected stimuli K; the fault coverage ratio of 'RAN'; the run time used by 'RAN'; the same for 'XOR' and 'SELF-ADJ'. The run time contains the solving time by Minisat and the evaluation time (only for 'SELF-ADJ'). The average data are shown in the last row. With the same number of stimuli, the average fault coverage ratio of 'SELF-ADJ' is quite more than other methods, while the run time is a little more than that of 'XOR' because it has to calculate the splitting evenness and select the worst groups. Because those test-cases like s298 5 are too simple for Minisat, the solving time is considerably less than the evaluation time; however, for those testcases like s15850 2, the evaluation time can be ignored when comparing with the solving time. As discussed in Section III, the evaluation is linear to the number of the expected stimuli K, while the constraint solving is with exponential complexity. Therefore, 'SELF-ADJ' can improve the fault coverage ratio considerably for hard test-cases while the run time is more or less the same as random stimulus generation.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed different evenness evaluation strategies and proved the simplified Min-Distance-Sum is adequate for applications in constrained random stimulus generation, and also presented a self-adjusting framework with SplitEvaluation and random XOR constraints. By adjusting the splitting evenness dynamically, the stimuli generated are better distributed. Experimental results confirm that the simplified Min-Distance-Sum is good enough for evenness evaluation, and most importantly, the evaluation time is only linear to the number of the expected stimuli. The second experiment shown that the self-adjusting method can improve the fault coverage ratio considerably with the same number of stimuli. This confirms that the proposed method can get better distribution.
In the future, we will make further efforts to optimize the algorithm. What's more, in order to estimate the power of this self-adjusting framework in practical random stimulus generation, we need to do more experiments with other fault models and practical circuits. 
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